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A Teenager's Trek Through Cancer
Mette de Fine Licht is only 16 years old when she is diagnosed with a rare type of cancer in her
leg, the very same type of bone cancer that took Ted Kennedy, jr.’s leg. A cheerful teenager
one day, she becomes critically ill the next. While her high school friends are having fun, Mette
struggles with chemo, cancer, constant nausea — and being bald. But she’s not broken. She
buys a wig, continues attending class and does everything to live as normal a teenage life as
possible. Now she tells her entire story, beginning with the first symptoms of the disease and
charting her return to life as a survivor. “Willpower Girl” is published February 1, 2017.
“Cancer. It's something old people get. Something people die from. I have cancer… Does this mean I am
about to die?”
So Mette de Fine Licht writes in Willpower Girl — A Teenager's Trek Through Cancer, a powerful lifeaffirming story about being a young girl in the middle of a serious and incomprehensible disease. With
candor and harrowing detail, she describes harsh chemo treatments and an extensive operation alongside
ordinary teenage trials and tribulations related to friends, boys and clothes. Her diary notes reveal her
innermost thoughts in anticipation of life or death. The book offers touching insight into what happens in
the mind and heart of a young girl who is confronted with questions of mortality so early in life.
“My intention is to give other young people with cancer the kind of book I lacked when I was ill. There
are plenty of books on cancer, but none that shows what it means to have the disease at that age – and
what life is about afterwards,” says de Fine Licht.
Inspiring Momentum
It was 15 years ago that Mette de Fine Licht received her last chemotherapy. As she tells in her memoir,
no one can identify her as a survivor if they don’t already know. Although she emerged from the illness
with major scars on body and soul, and a prosthesis in her leg to replace the bone where the cancer was,
she managed to transform adversity into strength to create the life she dreamed of.
Today Mette de Fine Licht is a partner in the well-known Danish book agency Skriveværkstedet, where
she works as a writer, lecturer and book advisor. Her impressive path and pace up the career ladder
inspires readers regardless of whether someone has had cancer or not.
“I hope that Willpower Girl can give courage and hope to all those experiencing
adversity of one sort or another, and that it can support survivors in not getting
cast in the roll of victim,” Mette de Fine Licht says.
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